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by the Spanish conquerors, for their Amerindian subject peoples seemed only too glad
to help the alien Spaniards overwhelm their consanguine oppressors.
Wiihiii their own society, however, the Aztecs seemed to possess a kind of social
mobility based on merit and achievement that belied their attitudes toward conquered
or subject peoples. Within the Aztec community there seemed to be considerable stress
upon providing some education for all Aztec children and even to make it compul-
sory.8 One of the laws in the legal code of Montezuma I (1436-1464) declared with
respect to the splendid .Aztec capital city of Tenochtitlan: "All the wards will possess
schools or monasteries for young men where they will learn religion and good
manners,"9 The evident concern was to develop the character, the drive, and the
discipline necessary* to mold the people into a unified society that could achieve and
maintain its destiny.
The Aztecs developed two types of schools, each having separate provisions for
girls as well as for boys. The larger number, possibly one or more for each class,
stressed physical and military training; they were taught by experienced warriors.
These schools, known as Telpochalli, seemed to appeal to the ordinary people and
their children. The more academic type of school, known as Calmeac. apparently was
fewer in number and appealed more directly to the intellectual, upper, and priestly
classes. The graduates of the Calmeac became high officials in government or priests.
The teachers were priests, and the curriculum stressed discipline, manners, the Nahuatl
language both oral and written, history, and the calendrical and astronomical sciences.
This school sounds much like the scribal schools of Mesopotamia and Egypt. Its
professional and elitist character sound familiar indeed. We can only guess that the
apparently stagnant character of Aztec art, technology, and literature between
1000-1500 A.D. in the face of great emphasis upon the military must have found
Aztec education possessing little hold on the masses of people.
True, the graduates of the Calmeac were well educated informants for the early
Spanish monasteries but their quick acceptance of their new masters must have meant
that the intellectual loyalties, or indeed political loyalties to the traditional Aztec
priesthood, could not have been overwhelmingly strong. The humanistic and religious
literature, the science, the mathematics, and the technology of the Western mission-
aries must have been far more attractive than their own abstruse hieroglyphic symbols
which seemed to concentrate on recording specific events, genealogies, tribute
accounts, and the like.
The most obvious, and probably the most important, difference between Aztec
schools and Inca schools was that Inca schools were conducted orally for the perfectly
clear reason that Incas had no written language. When the Incas conquered their
neighbors over a thousand mile area of the Andes, they could not destroy their books,
but they could and did enter upon a campaign of disremembering the history and
culture of their subjects. Developing a highly centralized and autocratic government,
heading up in the Inca who assumed godlike as well as hereditary human qualities, the
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